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Multifunctional Relays type MSR
for low-action and snap-action contacts

General:

If properly used, electromechanical limit value switches (contact devices) guarantee safe switching and a long
service life.
Moreover, the following should be observed wherever these contacts are used:

- The switching capacity is limited by the size of the element and by the adjusting forces bearing on the contact
arms available for the respective instrument pointers (actual value pointer).

- Higher transitional resistances may be caused by exterior effects such as pollution, an aggressive atmos-
phere, oxidation or the like, and these may jeopardize the switching safety.

- Contact shattering or bouncing may occur through the very low contact  forces (pressure of the contact pins)
and may cause undesired switching operations which may limit the service life of the limit value switches, and
may even release uncontrolled switching operations.

- Switching of loads - be these ever so small - may produce a switching spark. In oil filled measuring equipment,
these sparks will disintegrate the oil and turn it cloudy. In additon, the contact surfaces may carbonize. These
impurities as well as the oil itself form insulating layers on the contact surfaces which may again cause faulty
switching operations.

Functions:

The pulse controlled multifunctional relays of the MSR series have been developed for the special purpose of
solving the above mentioned problems. The following solutions have been found:

1. Almost loadfree switching of the contact by pulse type control signals in the ratio 1:100.

2. Overcoming resistive layers by pulse voltages up to 40 V at a rising speed of typ.120 V/ µsec.

3. Reduction of uncontrollable wrong switching operations of the contact caused by shatters or other
vibrations of same, by the introduction of a fall delay time of type 0.4 seconds (changes are possible
upon request).

4. Increase of the switching performance of the contact by a posterior relay provided with a potential free
changer.

Available models:

MSR 010 Contact protection relay for connection of a single contact, e.g. Wiebrock limit value switches
types S-1 / M-1 or S-2 / M-2.

MSR 020 Contact protection relay for connection of one double or two single contacts, e.g. Wiebrock limit value
switches types S-1 / M-1 to S-22 / M-22.

MSR 011 Contact protection relay for connection of a double contact (interval operation), e.g. Wiebrock limit
value switches type S-21 / M-21. With this bistable version, the switching condition of one contact is
memorized temporarily until the other contact is operated (no permanent storage).

All above mentioned models are likewise available with the following supply voltages: 230 VAC, 115 VAC,
24 VAC or 24 VDC.
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